
13,500 Farm Rules 

1. All drivers must register and sign their own registration forms.   In case of 

emergency, please contact a Board member to notify them you will be late.  

Late entries will be charged $10 extra. 

2. All minors must have written permission from their parent or guardian.  

Judges may allow a minor to compete after evaluation. 

3. No entry fee money will refunded once the pull has started. 

4. Vehicles must be weighed with the driver.   

5. All tractors are subject to inspection before, during, and after competition.   

6. There is to be no use of alcohol or drugs by the contestants and pit crew 

before or during competition.  Alcohol and drugs are prohibited in the pit 

area or track before event is completed. 

7. A three (3) tractor minimum is required before points will be given for a 

class.   

8. Maximum drawbar height is 20” as measured from the ground to top of 

drawbar surface or pivot point.   Hitch must be rigid in all directions.  Hitch 

must be a minimum of 18” from center of rear axle to hook point. (15) 

9. Inside diameter of clevis or hook point must be a minimum of 3” x 3 ½”.   

10. Each contestant will be allowed a second attempt of pulling the eliminator 

if stopped before 100 feet on track.  The eliminator will be moved back to 

the starting line.  NO jerking of the eliminator is allowed! 

11. If sled is reset 1st puller has the option to come back immediately or last.   

12. No one is allowed on the track except officials and judges. 

13. Judges and officials have the right to stop and disqualify any vehicle or 

contestant or ask for a tractor to be reweighed or inspected at any time. 

14. There must be a competent person within 5 feet of vehicle at all times 

when vehicle is running.  

15.  Any protest must be filed in writing within 10 minutes of the finish of the 

class.  

16. There is a two (2) minute limit for a “call to track”.  

17. Tractor cannot be stripped and altered for weight loss making it unsafe or 

oversized for the class.  Fenders are required and must have factory 

appearance for make and model. Safety is a priority. 



18. Speed limit will be picked after drivers meeting.  Once speed has been 

picked, it will be removed until all speeds have been drawn.  Speeds are 

7,8,9&10MPH. 

19. 3000 RPM limit.  RPM will be checked periodically.  RPM pickup and plug at 

rear of tractor is required.   

20. Water injection not allowed. 

21. Must have stock core fuel injection pump. 

22. Top cut tires only.  20.8x42 max tire size. 

23. Only one turbo per tractor.  

24. Only one (1) agricultural updraft carburetor per tractor. 

25. Vehicle must be factory.  No oxygen carriers, combustion accelerators or 

fuels in pressurized containers allowed.  Only pressurized containers 

allowed on tractor are a fire extinguisher and ether can for starting which 

must be stored in tool box once tractor is started. (18) 

26. Heads and rear ends must be OEM.  

27. Electronic motors and variable speed transmissions are not allowed. (16) 

28. Traction Control Prohibited.  Traction Control will be teched as “Any device 

electronic or mechanical that makes adjustments going down the track 

without driver input.”  Water injection that has a Pre-Set adjustment prior 

to pulling on track is allowed.  Rule will be reviewed at the end of 2019 

season.   

29. A vehicle that breaks will finish INFRONT of a speed limit DQ.  A speed limit 

DQ is a zero measurement.  Applies to speed limit classes.(17) 

30. No waste gates.(19) 

31. MEMBERSHIP AND POINTS 

32. Club membership dues will be $40, including insurance fee. 

33. A member may join the point series for an additional $110 per class, 

including all registration fees for the season. Point fees must be paid before 

points can be awarded to the vehicle. 

34. A one time hook fee is $40(19).  If you choose to become a member but not 

join points the member fee is $40 and each hook fee thereafter is $20. 

35. A minimum of 5 vehicles are required to make a points class. 

36. Non points members WILL NOT affect points but can collect place 

money.(17) 

37. Points go to the vehicle, not the driver. 


